Series Editor Guidelines

Series details

global-e welcomes proposals for topical series. As editor, you are responsible for fashioning a theme, authoring an essay, and recruiting four (or more) contributors. At that point, your role is negotiable. We can take charge or you can play an active hands-on role. Your primary responsibility is to launch the publication of a collection of essays in your area of expertise. Each contribution is posted as it arrives, so publication dates for your series can spread out over several weeks or over the course of a year. The main objective is to encourage specialists to write on a topic of shared concern in a manner that is lively and accessible to a wide audience.

Topics

We wish to benefit from your wisdom and expertise with respect to topic selection and author recruitment and therefore are genuinely open to your ideas and aspirations. We are at the same time willing to help refine your topic and administer the series.

Our “brand”

-As an online publication, global-e is fast, flexible, and free. We attract readers from more than 170 countries and contributors from around the world. Publishing twice a week, we can respond to issues and events as they unfold.

-Our short-form feature essays aim to reach a broad audience in the sprawling and multidimensional field of global studies. Ideally, global-e is a venue where poets, policy makers, and engineers all feel comfortable reading and reflecting on issues in such diverse fields as climate change, global security, and popular culture.

-Diversity is paramount. We invite contributions from around the world and have assembled an editorial team that is comprised of specialists from many backgrounds and perspectives.

-We edit in house, allowing rapid turnaround time, which means that a high quality submission on a timely topic can be published within a matter of days. On the other hand, most essays involve more give-and-take and sometimes our publishing queue grows longer than we would like, but generally authors are pleased to see their work published within weeks rather than months or years.

-We edit submissions lightly, aiming only to sharpen arguments and refine the prose. Rather than acting as a gatekeeper, global-e aspires to open fresh avenues to dialogue and exchange.

-Quite unexpectedly we have discovered that global-e is a powerful pedagogical resource. Instructors around the world have told us that the length and style of global-e essays make them a perfect fit for classroom use, especially in schools where English is used as a second language. This has strengthened our
commitment to accessible prose and the short-essay format, so if at times you feel the sting of our editorial scalpel, take heart, it's all for a good cause.

Word count

global-e publishes essays in the 1200-1500 word range *not counting* notes and references. We allow some flexibility, but submissions that blow past the word limit will be returned for retooling before they enter the review process. We simply don’t have the editorial resources to handle long submissions. Consequently, when corresponding with your series authors, please be sure to alert them to the word limit and the premium we place on concise and accessible prose.

References/Endnotes

Typically, essays provide a list of 4-12 references or a list of selections for further reading. Notes should be kept to a minimum and formatted as endnotes.

Essay format/layout

Our Managing Editor, Victor Faessel, strives to make each essay as visually compelling as possible and is open to suggestions about graphics and layout. He will do his best to satisfy all requests, but sometimes an author’s preferences cannot be fully realized due to the technical parameters of the global-e platform.

Images/Graphics

We encourage authors to provide images and graphics to accompany their essays. Please submit in JPG, JPEG, PNG, JIFF, or GIF formats. Each file should be at least 350 KB and not exceed 3MB. Low resolution or otherwise poor quality images cannot be accepted, so pay careful attention to size and resolution requirements. Authors should also indicate the provenance/ownership of images (personal photo, website, Reuters, Getty Images, etc).

Editorial Review process:

We want Series Editors to feel empowered to do as much or little as they wish regarding the editorial review of essays submitted to their series. If you plan to be engaged in the initial assessment of submissions, it is important to remember our target word length of 1200-1500 words (upper maximum limit 1600), which, as noted above, is a firm policy of the journal. In the interest of maintaining the identity, quality, and continuity of the global-e brand, the journal’s Managing and Executive Editors reserve the right of final review, consulting as necessary with the Series Editor.

Logistical support

The global-e Managing Editor is prepared to assist in the process of inviting prospective contributors, responding to questions, receiving draft manuscripts, communicating editorial feedback, and securing final author-approved versions and graphics. The degree of logistical and outreach support will be negotiated between the Managing Editor and Series Editor.